1. Introduction. It seems highly appropriate to us that, in this address, 2 we should present to you results which represent new progress in the structure theory of associative division algebras, a field untouched for nearly thirty years, and which provided the topic of our doctoral dissertation of 1928.
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As in the paper already published, 8 we shall study the structure of a central division algebra 3), of odd prime degree p over any field ft of characteristic p, which has the property that there exists a quadratic extension field $ of ft such that the algebra 25 0 * 2) X $ is cyclic over $. We shall obtain a simplified version of the J A condition that a cyclic algebra £) 0 , of degree p over $, shall possess the factorization property £)o = 3) X $. We shall also derive a new sufficient condition that such a SD shall be cyclic over ft, and shall present a large class of our algebras S)o which satisfy this condition.
These results still leave very much open the fundamental question of the existence of noncyclic division algebras of prime degree. However, they do show that we are still far from an end to the consideration of the algebraic aspects of the problem, and are not yet really ready for the computational attack proposed in J A.
2. The field St. The main ingredient of our study of factorizable algebras 3)o over $£ is a certain inseparable field St. We let $ = §(&) be a quadratic extension of ft so that we can assume that w 2 = /x in ft. Then $ has an automorphism 7=71+72^-»7 =71+72^ for every 71 and 72 of ft, and this conjugate operation has period two. Let g be an element of $ and $(3>o) be a splitting field of S) 0 , where 3$ = g. If there exists an element y* in S (3>o) such that (3>o*) 2> = g, it was shown in J A that £) 0 = 2) X $ implies that 35 is cyclic over ft. Then the automorphism ^/-^\f/* has period two over ft. The field 91 is also generated over ft by
where
Evidently y^-y, that is, y* is a symmetric element of 9t relative to the automorphism \l/->\f/*. However,
The field 9£ is clearly also generated by 2 • • 2 -1 (7) yi » yo = yy', yi = (yo) = y(yO . It will prove convenient later to use these generators. We note that yï=s 2 , (yi*)*=? We now define two additional derivations of 91 by
Then a direct computation shows that (15) yiE-yi, yi*£«yxE* = 0, y?E* -(y^* ** yf.
It follows that $(yi) is the set of all elements ^ in 5ft such that \[/E* = 0, $(y?) is the set of all elements \f/ in 5ft such that ^£ = 0, and (16) tyE)* -^*JE*, ty£*)* -^*£.
We now turn to a reformulation of the main result of JA.
The principal theorem. Let us call an element rofSfl almost admissible if
that is, if TJE* is a skew element of 5ft. We shall also define two elements <t> and 0' in 5ft by We now turn to the condition (13). We observe that if £ and £' are indeterminates over $ we know that (£-rç) This implies that
If r is almost admissible we have
Hence the fact that D' = E-E* implies that
We know similarly that
Then if r is almost admissible, we have We will now restate the principal theorem of JA. We consider a cyclic field $ of degree p over $ with generating automorphism h->hS over $, for every h of $. We then define a cyclic algebra
where yo=g, and yoh~(hS)yo for every ft in $. We assume than Sft^S'Cyo, y*) is a field, and may now restate the principal theorem as follows. We shall now reproduce the essentials of the machinery which led to the proof of this major theorem. We define two cyclic algebras
over $, where
is in $. Thus £ and §' are isomorphic over $. Define a central simple algebra 23 over $ by
The algebra 23 can then be expressed in the form
where yi =*yy'. Here $l p is the total matric algebra of degree p over g defined as for §* = $(#*), y# = (#+l);y, ff**=#*+0 where y is the element in SDi of (33). Also
where $'*««(*'*)• (*'*)»-(*'*)+*, y'-1^' *) = (^'* + l)y'-1 , y' is the element y' in ©2 of (33). Then it can be shown that there exist elements </> and 0' in 5ft = $(y, y') such that (42) a;* « « -0, (a/)* -#' -a/.
By the arguments already given it can be shown that r = 1/2 (0+0*) is almost admissible, and an easy normalization results in an admissible r with the properties of Theorem 1. The mapping J over % of 58 induced by the definitions xJ -**, (a/)/ -(*')*, (43) yj = y, (ƒ)ƒ = (y')" 1 , 7/ = 7* = f for every element 7 in $, is an automorphism of S3. It can then be shown that there exists a construction which imbeds S3 in an algebra SI which is central simple of degree 2p 2 over $, where However, in general, v?£yj. It now follows that
where Sttpo is the total matric algebra of degree p over gf generated by xo=x-x and y f and 8[ SWpo is the set of all elements of 3Ï which commute with xo and y. Then We shall now derive a property which is actually the result of an effort to find the element v in the corresponding algebra £D?2o, and hence the algebra £) 2 over $ of (SO).
Determination of q(S).
We first consider the set 6 of all elements of 21 which commute with y. This is clearly the vector space
where it will be convenient to use the notations for every 5 of 9t and ^ in $(yi), since yiJE «ytD=yi. We are, of course only interested in those elements q of (53) which commute with Xo* The dimension of SE^u over fj is 2p 2 since £>o has dimension p 2 over $. This is the same as the dimension of 9Î over %. We shall actually show that there is a linear mapping
over $ of ô into the set S)^ and also that q(5) = 0 if and only if 5 = 0 so that it will follow that this mapping is one-to-one onto. We state this property as follows. (56) certainly implies that the mapping 5->q(8) of Sft onto && is linear over $. By our dimension argument this mapping is one-to-one onto, and so o(A p -A-r p /)=0 for every ô, and (58) holds.
For the condition g(#-s)«(#--s)g is equivalent to (x-z)qyj s = s qyj(x*-z*)-qyj(x+z~-</>--<j>'). Thus

A representation theorem.
We have seen that
Since £)* * s a division algebra we see that It now follows that the algebra 3) 3 of linear transformations over $ on 9Î generated by A and the right multiplication R(yi) 9 is antiisomorphic to £$.
Hence the algebra 3)4 of linear transformations on 91 generated by A' and R(yf) is isomorphic to (£)?)* = ( §*, y?> I 2 )* where $*-*(**), and yi*2* = (2* + l)yf, yi* p = f 2 . Since $ft has dimension £ 2 over $, and the algebra of all linear transformations over $ of Sft has degree £ 2 over $ft, it must be equal to the direct product ©3X2)4. These algebras, £) 3 and 35 4 , are in the direct product relation by (69), (75), (76) and the fact that right multiplications commute. We have derived the following representation theorem» THEOREM 3. The algebra SD3 generated by A and R(yi) is a representation by linear transformations on 5ft of (S)*)""* 
The element € is far from easy to compute, if r is given, even when £ = 3. However, we can derive the following result. We also see that, if tf = d 0 +sdi, the relation \f/z~z\//+ij/E for every ^ in ®(yi) implies that 
